Postal service in America began in the private inns and coffee houses of seventeenth-century seaports. These establishments provided well-known, public places to send and collect letters and packets. The letters and packets were mostly sent to or received from the mother county. Until roads were developed or native trails or paths improved, communication between or among colonies was limited, with sailing ships providing the safest and most reliable method to transport letters and goods.

The British were the main colonial power for the thirteen American Colonies, and the only one after 1763. They appointed postmasters, established rates, and introduced postmarks, among other things. The British influence is reflected in select sources throughout the bibliography.
Collectors and historians have conducted intensive research into Colonial American postal affairs. Their investigations offer insights into the details of the various posts and the people engaged in the administration of them. Most of the sources noted are from collectors. Many collectors acquire and collect stampless covers, some with postmarks of the Colonial period. Illustrations of items in their collections often accompany their writings.

We present the following bibliography to promote the study of Colonial American postal service in this library. Our focus is on the European settlements that became the United States of America. The annotations are to introduce the subject, and to assist one in determining the usefulness of a work. An introduction to Colonial postal affairs may include sources on currency, transportation, literacy, roads, availability of paper and inks, printers and newspapers, and related subjects. Fortunately, many of these subjects are covered by sources in this library.

One complete article is presented in the bibliography, and many annotations are lengthy. Two works are in the National Museum of American History (NMAH) Branch Library, and one from the Anacostia Museum (ANAC) Branch Library.

Timothy Carr and Debra Shumate compiled this bibliography. Mrs. Shumate was a graduate student in library science at The Catholic University of America when she worked on it. Please send comments about this bibliography to Timothy Carr, Branch Librarian, National Postal Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560-0570.

We wish to thank Steven M. Roth and Herbert A. Trenchard for assistance with this bibliography.

**BOOKS**


Acts establishing a general post office for all British dominions during Queen Anne's reign (1702-14), with a portion of the revenues to be set aside for war and other affairs of state (p. 1-6). Reprint of first edition, 1838. Index.


Exhibition catalog, with essay on Franklin's service to British as Deputy and Postmaster General, 1737-76, of the American Colonies.


Claims the Swedes - first settlers of Delaware - and the Dutch were not road builders; therefore, communication suffered until English, circa 1664, captured Dutch settlements on South and Delaware Rivers. "William Penn in July, 1683, granted authority to one Henry Waldy of Tekonay to establish a weekly post...[t]hus, New Castle became the first post-town in Delaware." Bibliography.


Comprehensive coverage of the post, 1628-1790, by nine contributors, in
celebration of the bicentennial of the United States of America. Sources, illustrations, maps, bibliography and index.

Tracing of the history of a path to a road, with specifications of "four chains or ninety-nine feet in width" - not met, however. Roads permitted regular stages that carried mail, among other things. Bibliography and illustrations.

Scholarly review of American newspapers preceded by an overview of British newspaper tradition and history. Sources, index and appendix.


Maps of thirty-four (34) routes, including: Annapolis to Alexandria, Fredericksburg, Todd's Ordinary and Williamsburg; New York to Brunswick, Blackhorse, Kingston, Philadelphia, Poughkeepsie, and Stratford; Williamsburg to Ayletts Warehouse, Hooe's ferry, Port Royal and Sneed's Ordinary.

"The introduction of the system of impressing letters with marks by the postal authorities began in 1660." Presents English, Scottish and Irish postmarks. British postmarks were used in the colonies.

Information on packets, packet-boat agents, and a listing of royal packet-boats (p. 81-100). Bibliography, illustrations and index.

Examination of British postal service in a select area from 1085 A.D. The British system was a model for postal services in Colonial America. Sources, appendices, chronology, illustrations and index.

Includes a history of the Colonial Post from 1639. Illustrations. Sources in text.

Detailed narrative on means of communication and transportation, with postal
matters scattered throughout text. See index under "mail," "mail-coaches," "mail stage carriages," "post," and post-riders." Illustrations.


Postal affairs from November 5, 1639 - Richard Fairbanks' appointment as postmaster of Boston. Brief histories of Suffolk County Post Offices, Cambridge and Somerville in Middlesex County, and Brookline in Norfolk County by Assistant Postmaster at Boston, 1891-1893. Text of Neale Patent, sources, chronology and index. "First published as a single chapter in the three-volume Professional and Industrial History of Suffolk County, Massachusetts (Boston, 1894)...." [iii, foreword]


States that Colonel Henry Bishop, British Postmaster-General, is the inventor of the postmark. Bishop printed an announcement in *Mercurius Publicus* from April 25 to May 2, 1661, "and to prevent any neglect of the Letter-Carryers in the speedy delivery of Letters from the said Office: It is notified that the days of the receipt of every Letter at the Office is printed upon the Letter and the Letter-Carryers ought to deliver them the same day in the summer: and the next morning at farthest in the Winter: and if any fayler be complained of at the Post Office it shall be redressed...." (p. 16). Bishop marks were used in Colonial North America. Bibliography.


Scholarly examination of the American Post; chapter one on the Colonial Post (thirty-nine pages). Chronology, bibliographical essays and index.


Colonial Post from 1639 along with coffee house post offices, the postal system of William Penn, the Thomas Neale Patent, the Continental Congress Post, and the Constitutional Post. Bibliography, illustrations and index.


Covers mostly post-1789 transportation, with the following argument for the delay in road construction along the eastern seaboard: "For the entire colonial period water transportation had been dominant. It is natural in the opening of a country that the waterways are used to their available extent before land routes are developed. The roads of the sea, the bays, and the rivers are already made...[where] the land is rough and heavily wooded, as along the Atlantic seaboard, the building of roads for wheeled vehicles will be long delayed. And in a country so well provided with deep bays, estuaries, and navigable rivers as the eastern coast of America, such roads will be less needed." Sources.


Scholarly review of the Colonial Post and the press (chapter two).

Bibliography.


Postage stamp collecting definitions with a reprint of *Colonial and Revolutionary Posts.* Select complete dictionary entries: "First American Postmark-When the Massachusetts General Court enacted postal legislation, (1692) that Colonial body specified that each letter must be marked in print showing the date on which it was received at the office; First Postal Map-Made by H. Moll of London, 1729, shows the 'Great Post Road' (Portsmouth, N.H. to Philadelphia); Franklin-Benjamin Franklin was appointed postmaster at Philadelphia in 1737, and with William Hunter was made Postmaster General for the American Colonies (1753) representing the English Crown until 1774 when he was discharged. The Continental Congress appointed him Postmaster General in 1775; French Post Office in America -From 1669 to 1718 the French had built a chain of posts from Quebec to New Orleans." Bibliography and illustrations.


"Letter conveyance was an uncertain procedure in the early days of the American Colonial Period, in effect being as primitive as the means of letter transmission in the Europe of that time." (p. 1) Presents the 1) Early Posts, 2) Colonial Posts, 3) Constitutional Post and 4) the Continental Congress Post, with a chapter on early postmarks. Text of Neale Patent. Bibliography, illustrations and index.


From introduction: "Stampless Covers made their appearance in the United States in the Colonial Period, when Benjamin Franklin was the Colonial Postmaster General for Great Britain. "These early postmarks-indicative of the post office of origin on the letter-are of the Straight Line type.... "Markings then, as in the early United States period, and so up to about 1800, were all of the Straight Line type, with..." one exception after 1793." See Phillips, Sampson and Wishnietzsky. Library has 1936, 1938, 1942-43, 1947 and 1952 catalogues listing and illustrating postmarks.


Sixty-three page review of colonial posts noting three: Parliamentary (established
1692), American Continental Congress Post (established 1774-5), and Confederation Post (established 1778). See part one of volume five. Bibliography, illustrations and index.


English post from Henry VIII establishing some permanent posts. No direct mention of American Colonies in text. Twenty-three page annotated bibliography of English postal system.


Colonial Post from 1672, with a review of the early British system. Index.


Rates from 5 November 1639 for single, double, triple page, and per ounce letters. In chart form, with sources, bibliography and tables.


Handstamped and manuscript town postmarks, in three volumes, beginning with colonial period. General postal history and postal rates from 1692. Official, semi-official and privately applied postmarks with values. Index. See also Konwiser, Sampson & Wishnietsky.


Act of Queen Anne to establish a general post office in the Colonies, and other notices relevant to the American Colonies in volume one of five volumes. Bibliography, illustrations and index.


Ship letters from 1657 Ordinance and 1660 Act requiring transfer to Post Office upon arrival at London. "The earliest name officially ascribed to a vessel hired by the Post Office to carry letters seems to have been a 'barque,' which developed into 'post-barque.' The term 'packet boat' seems to have become general early in the 17th century, and...exclusively...by 1650...." (p. A.6, vol. 1). Sources, bibliography, illustrations and index; in three volumes with supplement.


Where the distance from New Yorke to Boston is within 80 miles the postage 6d.
Where the distance exceed 80 miles and within 150 Postage to and from Boston to New Yorke being 300m. 12d.
To and from Boston to Jersey 370 miles 18d.
To and from Boston and Philadelphia 390 miles 20d.
To and from Boston to Annapolis in Maryland 550m. 36d.
To and from Boston and James Towne in Virginia 680m. 42d.
To and from New Yorke to Annapolis 250 miles 24d.
To and from New Yorke to James Towne 380 miles and many broad and dangerous Bays and Rivers to be Ferryed over. Sources, bibliography, tables and index.


Canadian postal history from 1760, with a review of American postal history from 1639 - with the first notice of the post among the records of the general court of Massachusetts Bay. Smith was "Sometime Secretary of the Post Office Department of Canada." Index.


**JOURNAL ARTICLES**


Claims "church, the guilds, and the local lord were three major instruments of repair," of nine principal roads in England (seven for the posts, one for pilgrimage). Turnpike first appeared in 1706 with "a wooden bar studded with (s)pikes - was placed across a road..." with tolls used to repair the road.

Postmaster General Benjamin Franklin cover with manuscript free frank, apparently a political barb at the Crown, prior to his dismissal. Cover sent to Mrs. Franklin from England, probably during 1773. Illustration.


Explanation of markings and rates on letters found in collections of historical societies. Illustrated.


Narrative, which notes after 1639, "Mounted couriers, or men on foot, were employed by government to send its messages to different sections of the country, there being no news-papers...Government fixed the compensation at three pence a mile, while inn-holders were warned not to charge exorbitant prices for their fare and ferry-men were ordered not to delay them on their passage and to carry them free." Notes points on the Old Connecticut Road, or Bay Path; King's Highway, Road to Number Four, and the Great Road, all in New England.


Washington's writings on the post, with emphasis on the years 1757-96. Sources in footnotes, maps and illustrations.


"The earliest known Boston postmark is Jun 1, 1772, and is a straight line marking. All letters before this date...seen by authors bear manuscript postal markings." Article is third in a series on United States Post Towns from the Stampless Covers unit of the American Philatelic Society.


"The only known copy of the Postal Rates Broadside issued in 1763...[from] the library of the late Dr. Roderick Terry, Newport, R.I."


Scholarly account from Neale's patent (1692) through the American Revolution. Unpublished.


Examination of, "Why are town postmarks found from so few post offices prior to June 1755...?" Presents calendar changes, decentralizied post, and other factors affecting postal markings.

   November 5, 1639 decree of the Massachusetts Court establishing a post at Richard Fairbanks' house; the location of his home, "the present site of the downtown office of the Boston Globe." Chronology of English postal farm, 1516-1699.


   Narrative on Benjamin Franklin, William Goddard, William Bradford and others engaged in printing, publishing and controlling the post of Colonial America to distribute their papers, sometimes by subscription. Illustrations and some sources in text.


   Brief postal biography of Postmaster of Philadelphia,1737; Postmaster General of the Colonies (with William Hunter), 1753; and Postmaster General of the Continental Postal System, 1775. By 1783, his organization of the post permitted mail to travel between Falmouth, Maine and Savannah, Georgia, when, "It is estimated ... a man mailed on ... average one letter a year."


   Development of the post in the South, noting the conflict with Neale (Neale Patent), to 1775. Sources.


   From the English postal act of 1660 (copying Cromwell) to the late-nineteenth century, including the Neale Patent, the Constitutional Post, the Confederation, and other topics, from a paper read at the Society. Illustrations and index.


   Brief biography of a printer, publisher and the first to submit a postal plan to the American Congress (1774). Illustrations and three-item bibliography.


   Benjamin Franklin "printed in the 'Gazette' the names of persons who had letters waiting for them...and such as were not claimed were forwarded to the central office in Philadelphia," circa 1753 - the start of the Dead Letter office in America. "Post office operations began July 26, 1775...[under the Continental Congress, which] created a line of posts from Falmouth, in New England, to Savannah, Georgia." Both entries in no. 11 (July 1944): 373.

Essay on the organization of the Stampless Cover Society and postal research on the separate American Colonies before and after the first postal union among them - 1693, when "mails were regularly transported between Portsmouth, Boston, Saybrook, Philadelphia, Maryland, Virginia and New York."


Claims scarcity of period covers due to British mistakes: firing Franklin and engendering animosity among formerly loyal subjects. "When the 'Sons of Liberty'...decried the imposition of taxes...they also announced that ship captains entering Boston, might well deliver their letters from overseas to the coffee-houses adjacent to the docks, rather than to any of the post offices...[of] the British Crown."


Fifty-nine items on early postal service in America. Forty-five entries in philatelic journals.


Chronological narrative from 1639 to 1783, with illustrations of hand-stamps and Bishop marks, and Herman Moll's map of 1729.


Claims Edmund Dummer organized first trans-Atlantic packet service "linking England and the Western Hemisphere...in 1702." The War of Spanish Succession (or Queen Anne's War) bankrupted Dummer and stopped his packet-ship service. William Warren revived the service, "between Bristol and New York...at the end of 1710 and the inaugural passage westward, made by Captain Shorter in the brig Royal Anne, took fifty days." Warren's service ended in 1712. Resumed in "1755 when the Falmouth packets were established." Footnotes.


Cover: "A Portion of the Famous MOLL'S 1729 Post Road Map America's First Postal Map." The reprinted legend from the cover:

An Account of ye Post of ye Continent of Nth. America as they were Regulated by ye Postmasters Gent of ye Post House. The Western Post setts out from Philadelphia every Fryday leaving Letters at Burlington and Pert[h] Amboy and arrives at New York on Sunday night; the distance between Philadelphia and New York being 106 Miles. The Post goes out Eastward every Monday morning from New York, and arrives at Seabrook Thursday noon; being 150 miles, where the Post from Boston setts out at the same time; the New York Post returning with the Eastern Letters, and the Boston Post with the Western, Bags are dropt at New London, Stomington, Rhode Island, and Bristol. The Post from Boston to Piscataway being 70 Miles leaves Letters at Ipswich, Salem, Marblehead and Newberry. There are offices keept at Burlington, Perth Amboy in New Jersey, New London and Stomington in Connecticut, at Rhode Island, Bristol, Ipswich, Salem, Marblehead and Newberry, and the 3 Great Offices are at Boston, New York & Philadelphia.
The first Parliamentary Act for the establishment of a postoffice in the English American Colonies was passed in April, 1692, when a royal patent was granted to Thomas Neale for the purpose. He was to transport letters and packets 'at such rates as the planters should agree to give.'

Rates of postage were accordingly fixed and authorized, and measures were taken to establish a postoffice in each town in Virginia, when Hale [?] began his operations. Massachusetts and other Colonies soon passed postal laws, and a very imperfect postoffice system was established. Neale's patent expired in 1710, when Parliament extended the English postal system to the Colonies. The chief office was established in New York, where letters were conveyed by regular packets across the Atlantic.

A line of postoffices was soon after established on Neale's old routes, north to the present City of Portsmouth, N.H., and south to Philadelphia, and irregularly extended a few years later, to Williamsburg, Va. The post left for the South as often as letters enough were deposited to pay the expense. The rates were fixed, and the post-rider had certain privileges to travel. Finally an irregular postal communication was established with Charleston.

In 1753 Dr. Franklin was appointed Deputy Postmaster-General for the Colonies. It was a lucrative office, and he held it until 1774, when he was dismissed because of his active sympathy with the colonists in their quarrel with the Ministry. For a while the colonial postal system was in confusion. William Goddard, a printer, went from colony to colony, making efforts to establish a 'Constitutional Postoffice,' in opposition to the 'Royal Mail.'

When, in 1775, almost every vestige of royal power was swept from the Colonies, the Continental Congress appointed (July 26) Dr. Franklin Postmaster-General. In the autumn of 1776, when Independence had been declared, and Franklin sailed for France, the whole number of postoffices in the United States was 75; length of post routes, 1,875 miles; revenue for about fifteen months, $27,985; annual expenditures, $32,142.

Arrangements between and among various colonies, emphasizing English ones, to 1775. Sources.


"In America stage coaches were used for the mails from 1756 between Philadelphia and New York -- the journey taking three days...these were four-wheeled trucks with a canvas roof but no sides...drawn by two horses." Mostly covers coaches of the Royal Mail.


Beginning with a letter from Samuel Symonds of Ipswich, dated 1652, complaining of "the uncertainty when and how to convey letters," to the organized posts of the late 1700s, with statutory notices of posts in the Colonies. Footnotes.

### RELATED SOURCES ON THE COLONIAL PERIOD


Julius M. Bloch and others, editors. [NMAH]

Ledgers of Dutch and English Customs officials in New York City recording sea-borne commerce, with notes of privateers, pirates, storms, foundering, dates of passage, and other points affecting trade (pelts, tobacco, alcohol, powder, metals, etc.). No direct mention of mail. Sources, illustrations, glossary, appendix (index of ships, merchants, masters, disbursements and geographical).


Two-volume reprint of 1947 issue with 1961 additions and corrections, from the American Antiquarian Society. Introduction quotes William MacDonald, "It is to the newspapers that we must go...to complete our information about the growth of colonial commerce, manufactures, and agriculture...."


Revenue stamps issued in the American Colonies by British government at the close of the Seven Years War. Sources, illustrations, and tables.


Chronological arrangement of letters, papers, printed books and newspapers save "diplomatic records" retained by the Department of State. Collection acquired by U.S. Government at private sale from Whittingham estate in 1882.

Publishers (and printers) and postmasters (distributors) of colonial newspapers, in two volumes; second edition and reprint of 1874.

**AUCTION CATALOGS**

These publications are arranged alphabetically by auction house and chronologically within the named house. Selected auction catalogs have been cataloged for this branch library. They are shelved in the book collection by call number. World-wide web address for the catalog: [www.siris.si.edu](http://www.siris.si.edu)

*The "Edwin Mayer" Collection of Pre-Stamp and Stampless Covers of United States.*  
Twenty-three lots of Colonial covers from Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Virginia, all in sale 1751. Written descriptions.

Twenty-three page catalog of Edwin Mayer Collection, sales 1751 and 1752; realized $54,479.50 for 739 lots. Illustrations [see above entry for descriptions].
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